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The purpose of these notes is first to provide a summary of key points from the PTC Course Notes, and 

second to provide some extra information that may fill out your understanding of the subject in 

question. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

This week we look closely at the incredibly important event of the expansion of 

Christianity to the Gentiles. We know that Luke also thinks this event is really 

important because he narrates it TWICE (10:1-48; 11:1-18). Notice how Luke’s brief 

summaries (Acts 6:7; 9:31; 12:24; 16:5; 19:20) at the end of each of his 6 ‘panels’ or 

literary parts in Acts help connect the expansion of the work of the Holy Spirit in 

forming the church. Last week Luke told us in 9:31 that the church had now spread 

to Judea, Galilee and Samaria; c.f. 1:8; the scene is set for the next movement in 

God’s cosmic plan. 

  

Luke’s six structural panels are: 

• 1:1-6:7 – Spread of the Good News about Jesus in JERUSALEM by the apostles 

• 6:8-9:31 – First geographical expansion to neighbouring JUDEA and SAMARIA 

and conversion of Saul 

• 9:32-12:24 – First expansion to the GENTILES  

• 12:25-16:5 – Expansion to Gentiles in ASIA and their ‘law-free’ inclusion in the 

church 

• 16:6-19:20 – Movement of the Gospel from ASIA TO EUROPE; church more 

Gentile than Jew 

• 19:21-28:31 - How Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles gets to ROME with the 

Gospel  

 

 

Before we start looking at this week’s unit – answer the question; ‘What stood out 

to you most in completing the readings and your reflections’? 

 

  

 

TO BOLDLY GO (or was that TO GO BOLDLY) 

 

Synthesis - Acts 10–12 (9:32–12:24[25], expansion beyond ‘Israel’)  

— Peter returns to the spotlight: the central figure 

— not so much geography as ethnology 

— building on John 4:22; Acts 8:1 

— fluidity of the label ‘Israel’ 
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Acts 9:32–43 

— introducing Peter (notice how Luke opens and closes this panel with stories about 

Peter; 9:32-43; 12:1-19) 

— two stories (compare and contrast) 

 

Peter and Aeneas  (9:32–35)  

— (‘saints’ = ‘holy ones’ = ‘sanctified’; cf. Acts 9:13, 32, 41; 26:10; also e.g. Rom. 1:7; 

8:27; 12:13; 15:25–26, 31; 16:2, 15; 1 Cor. 1:2; 6:1–2; 14:33; 2 Cor. 1:1; Eph. 1:1; Phil. 

1:1; Col. 1:1; Phlm. 7; etc etc.) 

— Peter the Church leader ‘on tour’ to encourage belief and believers 

— Peter’s continuing focus on the healing power of Jesus; not his own (3:6, 12, 16) 

 

Peter and Tabitha  (9:36–43)  

— no impediment to the gospel  

— ‘sounds like’ Elijah / Elisha (1 Kgs 17:8-24; 2 Kgs 4:18-37) 

— notice the explicit parallels with Jesus (e.g. Luke 8:49–56, with Mark 5:41) 

— consistent with Jesus’ commissions (e.g. Matt. 10:8; John 14:9–14) 

— God’s prophetic and healing power continues  

— next challenge … 

 

Acts 10:1–11:18 

— like Acts 3–4, a single unit 

— unlike Acts 3–4, two accounts of a single event 

 

Cornelius and Peter  (10:1–48)  

— a familiar story 

— an important story: note Luke’s space and repetition 

— Cornelius clearly an important and exemplary individual (10:1–2, 22) 

— his prayers answered 

— Peter’s vision: the weight of Jewish food laws 

 

Further reading about Jewish purity � Wenham, New Bible Dictionary, 209–212 
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— vision’s content → vision’s lesson (10:15) 

— Don’t forget Mk 7:15-19 (normative) 

— Peter slow to learn and apply… 

— … a paradigm for the Jewish church (thus Acts 10–15)! 

• this issue at the forefront of Peter’s speech (10:28) 

• (a third account of Cornelius’s angelic vision; why?) 

• an important change in Jewish thinking (cf. Eph 2:14-15) 

• note the ‘universal’ presentation of Jesus  

— Peter’s ministry authenticated by the Spirit 

— Jews still caught by surprise 

— the issue for the coming chapters … [wait for it … chapter 15]  

 

GROUP DISCUSSION  

 

Who are today’s ‘impure’ outsiders, with whom it is ‘unlawful’ or ‘taboo’ to mix? 

 

 

Cornelius and Peter and the Church  (11:1–18)  

— the contrast between the events of history and (Luke’s) narration of history! 

— some differences:  

• what is added? (e.g. 11:12, 14) 

• why was it omitted earlier?? 

— new retelling, new ‘spin’: 

• now (even more clearly) a theological commentary 

• issue: how will Jewish believers respond? 

• note the actual scene; emphasis on ‘eating’ (11:1–3) 

• Peter’s emphasis: his own learning, not Cornelius’s (11:4–10) 

• Peter’s mission: at God’s behest, as a matter of salvation  (11:11–14) 

• Peter’s climax: the Holy Spirit proves God’s salvation beyond Israel (11:15–

18) 

— explicit result: doxology/praise! 

 

Acts 11:19–30 

— (Luke as gripping author/cinematographer) 

— the wider world 

• further reading: the spread of Christianity � Eckhard J. Schnabel, Early 

Christian Mission (Apollos, 2004) 

— Antioch: an important city of the Roman empire 

— Antioch: an important staging point for Christian mission 

— the growing church still connected with the Jerusalem headquarters 

— long-term work; short presentation 

— other prophets 

— Luke’s purpose for Agabus, famine and Jerusalem relief visit? (cf. Rom. 15:27) 
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Acts 12:1–24 [25] 

 

 

Exercise [in groups]: 

 

Read through Acts 12:1-25 

 

What is the structure of the pericope? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the purpose of this chapter in Luke’s story? 

 

 

 

 

 

What literary techniques does Luke use to emphasise his purpose? 

 

 

 

 

 

What is his main point (cf. 23 vs. 24)? 
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Purpose 

— the purpose of Acts 12?  

• a backward step geographically? any value ethnologically? 

• driven by characters (here, Peter)? 

• an intentional conclusion to Part I (Acts 1–12)? 

• comments on gospel progress despite opposition? 

— be wary of forcing a distinction; multiple purposes possible 

 

Content 

— one primary contrast: God -v- Herod 

— ‘Thus the destructive power of Herod and the saving power of God are 

contrasted.’ 

— (our brevity ≠ Luke’s lack of interest!) 

— why does Luke weight what he does:  

• James’s death = short 

• Peter’s rescue = long 

• Herod’s death = detailed 

— (where is our focus in the chapter?) 

 

 

REFLECTION 

Spend some time reflecting on this unit by working through answers to the following 

questions: 

 

• How do the short episodes involving Peter at the end of Acts 9 prepare for 

what he experiences in chapters 10–11?  

• Why is Peter’s visit to Cornelius such a major turning point in the Acts 

narrative? 

• What is the significance of Cornelius’s conversion?  

• How and why does Luke tell this story three times?  

• What happens in Antioch and why is it important? 

 

 

 

FOR NEXT WEEK: 
 

• Read Unit 6  

• Read the New Bible Dictionary article ‘Holy Spirit’. 
 

 

 


